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EDITORIAL
Once again the Philatelic Society of Canberra has been saddened by the news of the sudden death of
one of its stalwart and much liked members, Pamela van der Sprenkel. Pamela was a long time
member of the Society and liked by all. I worked closely with Pamela over the years, firstly on the
exhibition committee for Austamp 90 and later on the Philatelic Society Council. I enjoyed working
with her because she always put her all into those things that interested her. She was without a doubt
the best Publicity Officer the Society has had, at least in the time that I have been a member. Pamela
almost invariably achieved her aim when she set out to do something. Perhaps even more importantly
Pamela thought of others and especially the Society and always undertook her tasks in a selfless
manner. She was always quick to call and discuss her ideas, although as all the Presidents' of the
Society will recall, Pamela could keep you on the telephone for a long time. Pamela's death is a great
loss to the Society and she will be missed by all who knew her. I commend that you read the obituary
written by Judy Kennett, with assistance from Elspeth Bodley and Derek Brennan.

As I write this editorial, it is about two weeks after the Annual General Meeting of the Australian
Philatelic Federation (APF) which was held in Canberra this year. At this AGM representatives from
all the States and the ACT got together to elect the National body. Following the AGM the ACT now
has two representatives on the APF - Ian McMahon as Vice President and myself as Philatelic
Development Officer. While AGM's per se are not usually much fun it is a great time to catch up on
philately in the others States. However, this AGM was notable in that it had three elections with my
own position, Treasurer and Youth Development Officer all requiring a vote. This interest in getting
on the national body bodes well for the future. In conjunction with the AGM the Australian Philatelic
Awards are also presented to those recipients who have given so much over the years to organised
philately. This year John Crowsley from Queensland was made a member ofthe Australian Philatelic
Order and well known Melbourne dealer Max Stern was given an honorary award for services to
philately. Both awards were richly deserved.

Following the awards' dinner I was chatting with Max Stern and fellow philatelist Ray Kelly about
the state of philately. One of the comments that Max made was that cheap philatelic material was
easy to sell as was the highly priced and generally rare material that international exhibitors are
chasing. It is all of the material in the middle, the moderately priced stamps that are hard to sell.
More importantly there is a lot of it. This dichotomy has been apparent to me for some time and it
was interesting to receive confirmation from another source. Prices for rare and "sexy" (as Ed Druce
would have called them) material have never really been higher. Yet we are not in a speculative
market as moderate priced material like 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridges are, in real terms; quite cheap.
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So what has happened? Put simply, philately and collecting is changing in my opinion. ill my
follow-up article to one that Ed Druce wrote 9 years ago, I discuss further aspects of this change.
However, I would note some trends. Firstly, exhibiting is growing in strength and this is in part
putting pressure on the top philatelic material. The number of collectors is growing, thanks to the
material put out by postal administrations, but these are collectors who collect what interests them,
such as P-stamp football sheets. However, these collectors are not collecting all the issues of
Australia say, which is why the middle range philatelic material is often harder to sell than really
cheap or very expensive items. What we have is a vast pool of collectors most of which have nothing
to do with organised philately. The number of generalist collectors is one area that is shrinking and
this is what is noticeable at stamp clubs around Australia and indeed most of the world. The
challenge for organised philately is to convert these accumulators into philatelists. By my
calculations if you convert 5% of these accumulators into philatelists you would double the number of
members in stamp clubs across Australia. This is quite a challenge but even a small target like 0.5 of
one per cent would add ten per cent to club membership. This is achievable in the near term and think
of the boost to clubs. It will be part of my role as Philatelic Development Officer of the Australian
Philatelic Federation to help clubs achieve this growth. So if anyone has any ideas on how to attract
members let me know.

This issue of Capital Philately has the first part of the notes on the Australian KGVI stamps display as
presented by Richard Breckon at the July meeting. This material has been published before but as
editor I felt it fair to make an exception to our general guidelines on only publishing new material. In
this case the subject matter is quite interesting and I hope that it will attract more members to our
displays, which are of a high standard. I also hope that my revisit of Ed Druce's article shows what a
perceptive philatelist he was. "Litotes" continues with his series, but more importantly throws out a
challenge with a real prize attached which is not hard to win - as I have indicated with my own
postcard any piece can be used in a multitude of collections. Finally we have Sheryll and one of her
eBay correspondents Jim Whitford-Stark with more practical information on eBay and its potential
pitfalls. Although I would note that all my own dealings have been most satisfactory to date. I hope
you enjoy this issue and if you would like articles on any particular topic don't hesitate to let the
editors know.

MEMBERS' EXHIBITION RESULTS

PHILANIPPON '01 TOKYO, JAPAN, 1-7 AUGUST 2001 (INTERNATIONAL)

Tom Frommer
Ian McMahon
Ian McMahon (Ed.)

Famous Pilots and famous Flights
Post Cards and lettercards of New Zealand
Postal Stationery Collector

Vermeil
Large Silver
Silver

EXHIBITIONS

October 26-282001 2001 Centennial StampShow Brisbane Queensland

This is also a full national exhibition, the first since Adelaide in 1999, and includes all national classes
as well as post cards. Entry is now closed but supporter's club details and forms are available from
Darryl Fuller. Just call62512180 or send me an e-mail djbsf@bigpond.com.

March 16-18 Canberra Stampshow 2002 Canberra ACT

This exhibition is the 12thBiennial National Convention and comprises the Interstate Challenge and
the First Day Cover Class (both National Level), all State Level Classes and the new As You Like It
Class. The venue will be the Hellenic Club at Woden and further details and entry forms are available
from the Secretary - Sheryll Oswald either by telephone (02 6286 43940) or bye-mail
sheryl12002@hotmail.com.
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VALE

Pamela van der Sprenkel
1925 - 2001

Firstly, I'd like to contribute a brief sketch of Pamela's life. She was born Pamela Hudson in Sydney
in 1925, and was educated there. As a young woman she had the opportunity to travel overseas, lived
and worked in London, and was able to visit parts of Europe. Friends believe that she met and
married her husband Otto van der Sprenkel in London. They apparently came together to Canberra in
1956, when Otto took up an appointment as Foundation Professor of Oriental Studies at the
Australian National University. Together they enjoyed a wide range of activities and Pamela
remained, for the rest of her life, an enthusiastic advocate for life in Canberra, and for the city's ethos
and environment. Otto predeceased her by many years; they had no family.

It was Otto who introduced her to philately. He had developed a very good collection of China, and
also had an abiding interest in the development and history of postal systems as shown on the stamps
of all countries. Pamela continued that collection after his death. As one might expect, it became
enormous and unwieldy, and she made several attempts to define the subject better, and to restrict its
scope. To this day, I don't know if she succeeded!

In her travelling days, she had visited Spain, and fallen in love with the country. When she started her
own collection, it was of the stamps of Spain, back to the earliest issues. Later, she developed a deep
interest in Spanish postal history, and built up a good collection of pre-stamp material. She undertook
Spanish language studies, and researched widely in this area. Some of this material she exhibited at
one of the Society's biennial stamp shows. It was through her interest in postal history, and in
Spanish culture, that she made contact with the Postal History Group of the Philatelic Society of New
South Wales.

During the last ten years of her life she became increasingly absorbed in the philately of Gibraltar.
She collected the stamps, but concentrated on the postal history. Through her membership of the
Gibraltar Study Circle, based in the UK, she had access to specialised material offered in their
auctions - such items are rarely seen in Australia. She also corresponded with other collectors of the
speciality, and was able, on one occasion, to join the Circle's summer excursion to Gibraltar. That
membership, and the contacts with fellow enthusiasts, gave her tremendous pleasure, and she had
been looking forward to another visit in 2002.

It was as a result of her contacts with the Gibraltar Study Circle that she became interested in the
postcards of Gibraltar. She amassed a large collection from the golden age of postcards and of travel
by ship, and with advice from other postcard collectors she had undertaken research on the publishers
of the cards. The results of this work were shown on a memorable evening to the members of the
Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors' group. Her enthusiasm for the material and for the work she
was doing was very apparent.

Pamela was a long-standing member of the Philatelic Society of Canberra, and enjoyed the
opportunities that this gave her to meet with other collectors. She served on the Society'S Council as
Publicity Officer for a term in the mid-1990s, and applied her considerable skills with writing and
liaison to bringing the existence and work of the Society to a wider audience. In conversation with
some of her friends, I have been reminded that Pamela had been a writer for various publications at
different times in her life. With a keen understanding for the workings of the media, she had a great
facility for rapidly producing material that editors could readily use, without needing to amend it.

She was also involved with publicity for Canberra stamp shows in 1990 and 1992, and was solely
responsible for the publicity effort for Canberra Stampshow 96. Her great efforts in getting exposure
for the show from all types of Canberra media raised the profile of the Society. She developed a good
working relationship with the officers of Canberra Festivals Inc that worked to our benefit at later
shows.
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We were sad when she retired from Council, recognising her skills in the publicity field. She
indicated that it was time for another member to have the experience of working on Council, but some
of us knew that there was another factor - a personal business commitment was taking up more and
more of her time and energy. She also had some research projects of her own, other than philatelic, to
which she wanted to devote more time. For much of her life, Pamela was very interested in
Australian history, and she studied history at the ANU as a mature age student, probably in the 1970s.
She kept an interest in the history of the gold rushes, and read and researched for some years on the
life and work of Sir Joseph Banks. Her friends will remember the pleasure that she took in her home,
and garden, especially the trees. Until quite recently, she still did much of the maintenance herself.

Pamela retained her zest for living until the end - she had just come back from a holiday in Western
Australia when her final illness developed. This zest endeared her to many, though I suspect some
friends had been urging her to 'slow down' a little, and one remarked that she expected, at 75 years,
to live at the same pace that she had at 55 years! Her friends will miss her spirit and endurance,
which had carried her through health problems over almost three years before her death. They also
commended her fortitude and strength in her final illness. Mercifully, that did not last very long.

Pamela died at Calvary Hospital on the afternoon of Monday 9 July 2001. Her funeral was a Society
of Friends service at Norwood Crematorium on Friday 20 July, and there was a Friends' memorial
service on the following day. Several members of the Philatelic Society were present on both
occasions and at the funeral service Elspeth Bodley gave a heartfelt appreciation and thanks for
Pamela's life.

I feel that the Philatelic Society was privileged to have Pamela as a member and a contributor.
Personally, I was privileged to have her as a friend, and to share interests (not only philatelic) and
conversations with her, on a host of different topics. We both had great love of music, and went to
concerts together for many years. One friend described her as a woman of her word, and a woman of
principle. These qualities were accompanied by a ready smile, a nice, quick sense of humour, and
generous feelings for fellow human beings. She lived according to the precepts of the Society of
Friends.

Vale Pamela. We will remember you for many, many years.

Judy Kennett August 2001

PHILATELY FROM WHENCE AND WHITHER TO - REVISTED

Darryl Fuller

In the last issue of Capital Philately I mentioned an article that Ed Druce wrote in November 1992 as
part of the Philatelic Society of Canberra's 60th Armiversary. In some ways this article will act to
balance some of the comments made by "Litotes". It is a pity that Ed Druce is not here to respond
directly because he was ever the eternal optimist when it came to philately. The essence of Ed's
article was based on a talk he gave at the Royal Philatelic Society of Victoria to celebrate their
centenary and was a discussion of future collecting trends. It has only been nine years since this was
written but I feel it is opportune to revisit the article and see how accurate Ed was in his predictions.

Ed first talked about the "vacuum cleaner" collector who looks through a wide range of material and
quickly spots the interesting material from a wide range of collecting fields. Ed stated that he realised
all the great collectors were vacuum cleaner collectors and that because of these collectors there is
more interesting material around today to allow innovative collections to be put together. Of course
more importantly for everyone who knew Ed he was not just a vacuum cleaner but a filter as well. If
an item didn't fit in one of his own collections he made sure it ended up with a collector who would
appreciate it. To my mind Ed was one of the great vacuum cleaners. Ed also discussed how philately
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was expanding, broaching new collecting interests and becoming more exciting. This is where I and I
am sure Ed would might disagree with "Litotes". The so-called vacuum cleaner collectors have
helped redefine philately by setting new standards, publishing their findings and ideas and building
collections with 'critical mass'.

He then went on to discuss the same doom scenarios that have been around for the last 100 years - .
'too many stamps', 'awful designs' and 'children no longer collect'. He refuted them all and I must
agree with him. To take the first point, there are too many stamps issued if completeness is your aim,
but few people think like this any more. The key to this is specialise and the Machins are the best
example I can think of. You can take these to any depth you wish so completeness is not really an
issue. Indeed, the plethora of new issues represents a challenge in itself and will lead to some very
scarce and rare stamps, particularly used correctly on cover etc. His commentary on design was quite
true in that, beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but perhaps more importantly, designs have advanced
as printing technology has and will continue to do so. I also believe that the designs reflect the
changes in society and that few people to my knowledge, other than stamp collectors, complain about
the designs of stamps. As to less children collecting stamps, this may be true, but I doubt that less
children are collecting. Just look at Pokemon cards or sports cards. Children will always collect
something. It is the responsibility of stamp collectors to introduce children to stamp collecting. The
majority will not stick with it but a good percentage will come back later in life and that is all you can
expect. People who have collected stamps all their life are an exception. If every collector exposed
their own children, and eventually grandchildren, to stamp collecting then the hobby will survive.

The following discussion is based on each of the headings that Ed had in his original article.

Traditional

Traditional philately is the mother of philately because it is where it all started. He talked about the
offspring such as postal stationery, maximaphily, postal history and thematics. I will discuss postal
stationery separately but he noted that maxirnaphily was the intellectually handicapped child, still at
home. Now despite Ed's best efforts this class remains 'at home' and its progress is slow. Both
postal history and thematics have come on in leaps and bounds in the last decade. He also felt that
fiscals or revenues as they are now called would take off as a collecting field. This has happened and
they are now a full FIP exhibiting class.

In terms of the traditional class he felt that it could take its lead from thematics and adopt the concept
of a story or theme. This is beginning to happen particularly with studies of single issues. Finally he
noted that traditional philately was awaiting a re-birth and would return to a prominence that it had
forsaken to postal history and thematics. This was a brave call in 1992 when postal history was
continuing to dominate exhibitions and thematics was growing in strength and confidence. However,
once again Ed was right. I was privileged to see the list of potential exhibits for the next Australian
national exhibition and it is dominated by traditional philately with over 35% of the frames from this
class. Exhibitors are going back to their roots and it will be interesting to be a judge at this exhibition.
So "Litotes" take hope as traditional philately once again comes to the fore.

Postal Stationery

This was one of Ed's great loves and his Great Australian Stationery Challenge did a lot to interest
many Australian exhibitors in this field. However, I would note that on a population basis Australia
has always had more stationery collectors with world class exhibits than any other country. Ed felt
that the next great thing in postal stationery would be the postal history aspects of stationery - the
routes and rates. This has not taken off to my knowledge although his prediction that used stationery
from the period 1920-1960 would greatly rise in price has proven correct. For example, at a recent
Robin Linke auction an Australian 1917 postcard sold for $6,200. Disregarding mint unhinged
stamps there are only one or two Australian stamps that sell for more than this. If stationery ever
become popular just watch the prices skyrocket. Yet it is not too late to start collecting and Australia
Post now issues more postal stationery than stamps the majority of which is for commercial use. So
start collecting today.
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Postal History

Ed noted that postal history had soared in popularity and that in the future the great interest would be
in smaller areas with local postal history becoming popular. This has proven correct and is a popular
area in the United States and United Kingdom. It has been a little slower to take off in Australia but
is slowly gaining momentum.

Aerophilately

Ed noted that aerophilately was just part of postal history and that as a class it had become stuck in a
rut. He felt that area of routes and rates of aerophilately, since air was the preferred means for the
transport of mail, would come into their own. He stated " ... you have the most exciting untouched
area for new vacuum cleaner collecting." This is certainly true in my own case and in the period
since this article was written I have turned one cover into a five frame exhibit that has achieved a
large vermeil medal at national level at not a huge expense. Yet there is still great scope in this field
and although the cost of commercial airmail covers is rising, they are still often many times less
expensive than first flight covers. It is still possible to purchase good covers for between $2-$100.

Thematics

Ed noted that thematics could become the driving force of philately, requiring as it does traditional
philatelic skills and knowledge. However, he felt that the rules were a little too rigid and while I must
agree with him on that, it has not stopped thematics growing and changing with the times.

Social Philately

Ed created this class and helped push it to national recognition in Australia, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. It continues to go from strength to strength and I believe that it will eventually
become a full FIP class, albeit a little more slowly now that Ed is gone. However, despite what
"Litotes" may think of it, this field of endeavour does interest the viewer and anything that attracts
more people to philately is to be applauded.

Conclusions

Ed in his conclusion listed his top 10 areas for philatelic growth which were (in no particular order):

1. Social Philately particularly with respect to commerce;
2. Postal Stationery with concentration on rates;
3. Design (artistic) styles of stamps;
4. Postal History of small areas;
5. Fiscals (now called revenues);
6. Studies of single modem issues;
7. Modem airmail rates;
8. Postage Dues and their use;
9. Philatelic History; and
10. Philatelic Paraphernalia.

So how prescient was Ed? Overall quite good with seven out of ten areas having good growth. The
only areas where I don't believe there has been significant growth are the design styles of stamps,
philatelic history and philatelic paraphernalia. However, I believe that the last two will make
appearances soon but will most likely be in the Social Philately class. Certainly there is already a
Social Philately exhibit on Australian Philatelic Exhibitions. However, Ed's accuracy came, in my
opinion, not from prescience but from being one of the best students of philately Australia has seen.
He read widely, especially auction catalogues. In addition he looked through dealers' boxes to see
what was available. And finally he was a great vacuum cleaner. He knew interesting material when
he saw and ensured it had a home. In this way he helped create interest so that some of his
predictions were self-fulfilling. If we all act like Ed then we will all be better philatelists, philately
will have a future and there will be more "sexy" material available to future generations.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

"LITOTES"

Quite some years ago an article appeared in Capital Philately which was rather critical of
thematic/topical collecting on several grounds. The article caused something of a stir and not only in
Canberra philatelic circles. (The author of the article was too wise to invite attacks ad hominem by
revealing that he himself was at the time running two thematic lines but, in any case, he could have
escaped censure on the score that the two collections had an altruistic purpose: to interest a young
daughter in bird watching and to show her that Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit stories had a flip side.
The bird collection has long gone - too many bird stamps and a total lack of interest on the part of the
young lady. The rabbits and hares continue on, for the sake of her children, and are notable only for
expensive l2-year peaks and the distressing fact, from an Australian point of view, that rabbit stamps
seem to concentrate on anything - rabbits as game animals, rabbits as pets, in space, in folk lore, in
nursery tales, in cartoons - rather than the rabbit as a pest. 1 know of only one condemnatory stamp,
and that comes from New Zealand, of all places.

One of the critical grounds put forward in the article was that thematic collecting drew material away
from mainstream collecting into trivial cul de sacs. The author noted by way of example that, in order
to elevate the tone or Brownie-Point co-efficient of a thematic collection of "Royalty", say, a
thematicist would seek to incorporate into his or her pages such items as the 1854 4 annas Indian
inverted head or the 1902 GB one shilling Board of Education official. Such striving is natural
enough, one sees it frequently with, say, postal stationery displays, and there was the claim in the days
when the military was being mechanised that the horse cavalry should be retained as something that
gave a touch of class to what was otherwise a rather messy business.

Be all that as it may, I have re-read the article in question and, with many more years of philatelic
experience behind me, and with an even stronger belief in economic rationalism, have come to accept
that the tendency for proper or pure philately, as I would call it, to lose material (and ground) to other
fields of collecting is, short of a miracle, unstoppable. My theme song these days is - "Shepherd,
shepherd, cease repining".

Since the article appeared, but not of course in consequence of it, the number of collectors has swelled
(whether the number of "true" philatelists has grown proportionately is another question) and while
the non-stop issuing policies of postal authorities may choke off longer-run interest in the latest
offerings on the market, interest in collecting older material, in whatever way, will undoubtedly
continue to flourish. Again, the "prizes" on offer in the philatelic field are now more numerous and
the competition for them stronger, so adding to the drive to acquire reputable material. (1 wonder
sometimes if the spate of glittering prizes in philately may not have the same deleterious effects on
the hobby as large remunerations for players, Super Leagues and changed match formats have had on
conventional team sports.) To cite one more factor, there are now so many more modes under which
items that emanate from or pass through postal systems can be brought together systematically and
presented for display. Since the article appeared, postal stationery, aerophilately and polar philately
have really come into their own, and we have the Frama phenomenon, the catch-all social philately,
the postcard buffs, and shortly, I hope, the Postage Paid/company logo group, and so on.

Little of this represents the philately I grew up with (but much of it I recognise as legitimate
outgrowths or "successor states"). Nonetheless, to somebody or other, each mode of collecting is a
"fair field" and, like Langland's fair field, each is full of folk, often very active folk, trying to extend
boundaries and looking for suitable material. And, sad to say, subject to one qualification, the supply
of such material is limited.

It is absolutely limited in the case of "dead" countries and demonetised issues, while relatively limited
with issues no longer in current use. There may be the occasional addition to market stock when a
hidden hoard comes to light or a major collection comes up for auction, or when a postal authority,
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contrary to what seemed to be the convention, disposes of archival material, as Italy among others did
some years ago. But these are laughably small increments, and have as much effect on the overall
market as outflows of lava or in-fills of shallow bays have on the supply of that well known factor of
production, land.

The qualification to this static picture lies in the new issues area. Vast numbers of new stamps appear
every year, even though few are needed for strictly postal reasons, rate changes for instance, and even
though few of the persons, events, objects or places depicted on so-called commemoratives are so
memorable as to warrant recourse to the printer. Who, in fact, collects, or better mops up, this stuff?
The innocent newcomer, the patriot, the loyal old-stager reluctant to let a country go (as I was for far
too long with Machins and Millenials). But not the wise, the discriminating, the objector to
exploitation, (all of which I have become in recent days under the financial pressure of keeping up to
date; making time to identify and mount - in expensive Hawids, of course - bits of paper that
analytical chemists might find it hard to sort out; putting up fresh shelves to accommodate fresh
albums and, above all, trying to stay awake amid the latest crop of omnibus stamps and miniature
sheets - Prince William goes for a walk in the wild, or whatever). There is no excitement in acquiring
such stuff: You pays your money and it turns up regular as the morning papers. Mounting and
writing it up I find a bore.

But there is excitement in the market for material with bottle age to it. The market always was active
and the coming of e-mail has forced the pace. And no collector seeking to buy in the market enjoys
any privileges. A deep pocket may give an edge but there is always a deeper.

So, while I may still regret the fact, I no longer join the shepherds in repining over having to bid
against differently orientated collectors. If I want a postcard because it carries a "no cross on crown"
Downey head, and lose it to a Royalty thematicist, or to a postal historian interested in the paquebot
cancel on the stamp, so be it. I can even contemplate losing the card to a social philatelist (the
message on the card relates to the activities of the Suffragette Movement) or a postcard buff (the
picture on the card is of a double-decker London bus - in full colour).

Indeed, I find that even within my own collecting fields, I often have to pit one set of albums against
another. An 1881 one penny lilac (16 dots) with a magnificent broken frame - but it carries an Anglo-
Boer War FPO cancel, so is it for the general GB collection or the militaria section? Again, an 1908
Antigua 1I2d green that's a different shade from the one I already have - but it has a Melbourne cancel
which shows it was posted by a crew-member of either the Sydney or the Melbourne while his ship
was serving with the Royal Navy on the West Indies Station during World War I. So, does the stamp
go in the first West Indies album or does it join other naval covers? (The distinction makes a real
difference: as an Antiguan stamp pure and simple, the thing is worth 50 cents perhaps; as a naval
cancellation of that particular kind, I'd expect it to fetch very much more.)

There is a trap in seeing more than one possible setting for a stamp. The second and third or whatever
settings may be entirely foreign to one's collection and can start fresh hares running. In collecting
FPO cancels of World War I, mostly on French postcards, I found that the illustrations on the cards
often displayed the worst possible Gallic taste: not porn or vulgarity but sheer kitsch, what the French
call art pompier -firemen's art. I love it and the FPO album now has a kitsch subsection.

All of which prompts me to ask myself whether other members of the Society have experienced the
same frustrations in losing material to collectors of different stripes and the same doubts about just
where to put what we might call versatile items. And the simplest practical way of answering that
question seemed to me to have a competition, a one-off competition, which for administrative reasons
would have to be confined to Society members.

The award would not be a trumpery medal but $100 in hard cash (to come from private sources).

And the terms and conditions?
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Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors is a branch of the Philatelic Society of Canberra Inc., and
membership is open to anyone interested in the collection and study of any aspects of the design,
production and subject matter of picture postcards. The annual subscription for 2001 is $20 within
Australia and $30 overseas, although existing subscribers will not be charged for 2001 due to the
limited publication of the journal over the past two years. Allmembers receive the combined journals
Capital Philately, Machinations and PASTCARDS.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors meets on the second Tuesday every month in Room 5, upstairs
at the GriffinCentre, Bunda St., Civic. The main topic of each meeting is listed on the program below,
but everyone is invited to bring along any other items of interest.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors normally holds two auctions each year. Anyone is entitled to
bid in our auctions, but must be a member of Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors to submit lots for
sale.

Canberra Picture Postcards Collectors also holds a small but expanding collection of books and
journals relating to Picture Postcards held in the library of the Philatelic Society of Canberra Inc.,
which is in the clubroom opposite Room 5 in the GriffinCentre. Members can see and borrow books
before and after Picture Postcard Collectors Meetings or at the Philatelic Society's Stamp markets held
at the GriffinCentre every month on the second Sunday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

For any further information about Canberra Picture Postcard Collectors, please contact Mrs. Elspeth
Bodleyat P. O. Box 341, Dickson ACT2602.

2001 Meetings

Date
Presenter Topic of Display

Jan Open to all members Members' Night - Items of Interest

Feb Elspeth Bodley Artist Cards of Great Britain

Mar Bernard Van Der Meer Cornwall

Apr Ian McMahon More Postal Stationery Postcards

May Joint Display The Wild Wild World of Animals

Jun Graeme Broxam Australian Coastal Shipping

Jul Joint Display More Paper Ephemera

Aug Peter Cheah Piston Engined Airliners

Sep Bruce Parker The Ferries of Sydney Harbour

Oct Peter Cheah & LloydMenz Malaysia

Nov To be announced

Dec Paul Griffiths Strangman - Canberra Photographer

P}W7U:' Har-old
(03! 959] :1456

Meetings commence at 7.45 p.m. and
usually finish between 9.30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Anyone interested is invited to
attend, and don't forget to bring along
anything else of interest, especially your
own examples of cards of the topics of the
main displays.

\\'nlt to: P.o. Box 238, Hambtrm, \i:c. .51,Y8
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Editorial

Welcome to another edition of PASTCARDS. I open, however, with some not so welcome news, to
announce the unexpected death of one of our more active members Pamela Van Der Sprenkel, late in
July. Pamela was best known to Society members as a collector of picture postcards, most notably
those of Gibraltar, which have formed the basis of several of our displays over the years, and of course
her November display will have to be replaced. The executors have generously donated to the Society
a number of items from Pamela's estate, including a quantity of postcards that will feature in a
subsequent auction. Above is a souvenir photograph of Pamela taken on one of her many tours of
Spain.

Your editor is desperate for more articles for PASTCARDS, this edition including my second last "fillin"
articles intended to be used on a rainy day. Without contributions from readers and exhibitors,
Pastcards WILLCEASE - I cannot make articles up from thin air. I am more than happy to put
articles together from a bundle of cards and some written notes, so do get back to me whenever you
can help.

Your editor would also like to hand on editorship of PASTCARDS to someone else at the end of the year.
Again, its not an onerous burden of responsibility provided that he or she gets the necessary support
from other collectors and readers.
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Piston Engined Airliners
Peter Cheah

The ability to fly has been the stuff of legends and fantasy since the dawn of recorded history, but it
was not until the late 1700s that man first took to the air in hot air balloons. Controllable flight,
however, would remain a dream for more than another century, until the development of the piston
internal combustion engine, with an adequate power/weight ratio to make heavier than air flying
machines a practicable reality. It is still less than a century since the first practical aircraft, the
Wright Flyer, took to the air in 1903. The commercially-viable passenger-carrying aircraft remained a
dream for a few more years until further improvements in engine technology and aeronautical
engineering.

Such improvements were a natural consequence of the First World War, when the aircraft became a
major part of the war effort, and with thousands of airmen and aircraft idle after the cessation of
hostilities, it was not long before former bombers, and later purpose-built aircraft, were opening up
commercial services around the globe.

Most early airliners were of light-weight timber or metal-frame construction, canvas covered. With the
increasing power of piston engines over the followingdecades, it became possible to build progressively
larger airliners, and experiment with new construction techniques such as stressed aluminium skin
on a strong aluminium frame. This article illustrates some of the classic airliners from the 1930s to
the 1950s through advertising cards produced by their operators.

QANTAS EMPIRE AIRLINES DE HAVILLAND DH-86 "R.M.A SYDNEY" VH-USE
Wingspan 64ft.6in., Length 46ft.lin., All-upWeight 10,000lb., 4 x 200 h.p. DR Gipsy Six

B/W letterpress on gold-finished card, QANTAS50th Anniversary issue.

One of the ultimate developments of the old wood/fabric airliner was the De Havilland DH-86,
designed in 1933 especially for the Singapore-Australia leg of the proposed Empire Air Route. Up to
ten passengers plus mail could be carried at a cruising speed of 145 m.p.h. Taken from conception to
first flight in a breathtaking four months, the design contained a number of serious flaws that were to
result in several fatal accidents including to QANTAS'sVH-USGon her delivery flight near Longreach
on 15 November 1934 and Holymans AirwaysVH-URNMiss Hobart and VH-URTLoina in Bass Strait
on 19 October 1934 and 2 October 1935, respectively. A total of 62 aircraft were built, most
incorporating improvements to the control surfaces over earlier examples.
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Douglas DC-3
Wingspan 95ft., length 64ft.6in., all-up weight 28,000lb., 2 x 900-1200 h.p. radial engines

While the British persisted with lightweight wooden aircraft with low-powered engines, in America
extensive development of the powerful and efficient radial engine allowed much heavier all-metal
airliners to be conceived. In 1933 Howard Hughes engaged the Douglas Aircraft Company of Santa
Monica to build a radical all-metal airliner for his Trans World Airlines, the Douglas Commercial (DC-
1). Put into production as the improved DC-2, an enlarged development, the DC-3, first flew in 1935.
During the Second World War a strengthened and higher powered version was manufactured in
enormous numbers as the C-47 Dakota. More aircraft of the DC-3 - Dakota type were built than any
other airliner before production ceased in 1945 - some 10,655, plus another 2000 under license in
Russia and a smaller number without license in Japan during WWII. At least 400 of the ruggedly-
built little 21-28 seaters remained in active service in the late 1990s.

Douglas DC-3 "Flagship Fleet" of American Airlines, Inc. over Niagara Falls
Sepia tone lithograph, printed in the U.S.A.

Written on the back: "Rode to Nashville and from there to Memphis June 3 & 4 1943. Had
reservations to Dallas but War Department took them .....

Trans Australia Airlines Douglas DC-3 (ex C-47 Dakota), c1950
Multicolour lithograph.

T.A.A.'s extensive fleet of "DC-3s" were all war-built Dakota'S mostly modified to DC-3 configuration
(with removal of cargo doors). Australian National Airlines operated both pre and post war DC-3s.
The original DC-3 was fitted with early-model 900 h.p. Wright Cyclone engines, the Dakota with 1200
h.p. Wright Cyclones or Pratt & Whitney TwinWasps, givinga cruising speed of 143 knots.
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Douglas DC 4 I DC 6 series
Wingspan 117ft.6in., length (DC-4)93ft.1lin., (DC-6)105ft.7in. all-up weight (DC-4)73800lb. (DC-6)
l06,OOOlb.,(DC-4)4 x 1450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney TwinWasp radial engines = cruising speed 197

knots, (DC-6)4 x 2,500 h.p. Pratt & Whitney Double Wasp = cruising speed 270 knots.

Designed in 1941 as an enlarged long range, high capacity development of the DC-3, 1162 examples of
the DC-4 were built during WWII as the Douglas C-54 Skymaster, and a further 78 post-war. It
operated throughout the world carrying up to 81 passengers, and also proved popular as a freight
aircraft. A few are still in service.

In 1945 Douglas produced a lengthened version of the DC-4 with more powerful engines and a
pressurised fuselage for high-altitude service with up to 170 passengers - marketed as the DC-6. 658
were built. A superficially similar but much larger development of this aircraft from 1953 was the DC-
7.

Australian National Airlines Douglas DC-4 Warana, VH-ANC
Real Photograph, c1950

A.N.A. acquired several Douglas DC-4s in the late 1940s, starting with its new flagship VH-ANA
Amana. Following that aircraft's tragic loss in Western Australia a large number of printed postcards
proudly showing the Amana had to be destroyed and were promptly replaced by ones with exactly the
same photograph ofAmana altered to VH-ANCWarana! This is a real photograph of the Warana.

AMERfCAll AIRliNES

Her e I 0 IT S; tt'; n 9 U' P her e c. t
_. __ ~ , feer wotching the eorth

,rip by 01._ ....•. ,. ".....•.......M.P.H. My flight

!ef! _~_''"" _~..¥.,_._._~_. __ ..__ _._ ~.. at
A,M.

A.", ...
.... $,7. It certcinlyor ...__ ., .._P ••!,i,."

Is foster by flagship.

American Airlines Douglas DC-6 NC-90705
Multicolour photolithograph, c1950s, photo by Ivan Dmitri

This is a typical airline "give-away"card of the 1940s and 1950s, with a preprinted text (as shown] for
passengers to fill in. The DC-6 is readily distinguishable over the DC-4 by its square windows.
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New York World's Fair 1964 Series
In 1964 Sanitarium in conjunction with QANTASissued a series of 28 postcard-sized product cards as
part of a competition with the first prize a trip to the World's Fair in NewYork. Distributed in their
Weeta Puffs, Cerix Puffed Wheat and Corn Flakes packets, 14 were of exhibits at the fair and 14 of
QANTASaircraft. Allwere produced by multicolour lithography with a black letterpress back

'15

SHORT 523 C CLASS
FLYING BOAT

One of the most powerful flying boats or lts day. the Short
$23 C was introduced into Qantas service in 1938, flying
between Sydney and Singapore on the Australia-U.K.
route. Powered by 940 b.p. Bristol Pegasus Mi:.. 100 engines,
this aircraft cruised at 135 m.p.h .. carried 32 pa.ssengen
and was used during wartime as a troop transport.

.,..~

WIN A LUXURY TRIP FO~
THREE TO THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
with QANTAS. Australia's round-th.wo1'ld airtin.

PLUS £450 CASH IN PROGRESS PRIZES!

On tho back of f)..,ery weete Puffs. Cerix Puffed Wheet and
Senitarium Corn Fl:tltos packet 'there is a simple crosswo~d
;l:ul!2Ie. There IS a different P1Jz:lo for ~ach product, To enter
this. contest. send in your solution tor ~ch of the three puzzles,
to/Jethe:r with /1n essay of not more thl\:n 25 words tfllling: "Why
I want to win ft trIp to the World', fair",

There', no limit to the number of entries you can sene. Try 81'
thr(M) of th:~s.e tamous SanitaTium cereals and :.end it'I your
firs! entries soon!

This WQod.rlol aet of 28 cards shows 14 of the elhibif.t. at the
fabulous N_ York World's fair O1nd1" of tho Aircraft uU'd bv
OANT A.S ever the Yd($ depicting the growth of Australja's
found·the-wofld airHne.

SWAPS·';'" Send two cards to.f tiny 01+&you need, mentioning
Its number. !O yout local Senitadum He.alth food Co-mpany
office. Enclose s14mp&d, add.r.ssod eeverene.

Above:Short S.23 C Empire Flying Boat

Wingspan 114ft., length 88ft., all-up weight 40,500Ib.

In 1934 the British Government decided that all overseas air
mails throughout the British Empire should be carried without a
surcharge, and to meet the massive increase in demand a state
of the art mail aircraft was required. As most of the routes were
largely over the open sea it was decided that flying boats would
be used, and the resulting Short S.23, first flown in 1936, was
Britain's largest and most modern all-metal airliner until the
much larger S.26 flying boat was built in 1939. The S.23 and
improved S.30 served both with Imperial Airways Limited and
QANTASuntil 1947 when replaced by the further improved
Sunderland, Sandringham and Solent flying Boats. VH-ABB
Coolangatta crashed on Sydney Harbour with the loss of one life
on 11 October 1944.

Below:AQANTASDC-4, No. 22 in the Sanitarium card series.
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Lockheed Constellation
Lockheed's answer to the Douglas DC-4 was the magnificent and beautiful L749 Constellation,
designed as a pressurised long-range transport for 43 passengers with a cruising speed of 298 m.p.h.
In limited production from 1943 (only 15 were completed during the war), it was in large-scale
manufacture in several configurations by 1946. In 1951 the L049/L749 series had been replaced in
production by the enlarged L1049 Super Constellation. A total of 856 of all types being built.

Trans WorldAirlines Lockheed L049 Constellation, N-90826 c1948
Multicolour photolithograph, printed in the U.S.A.

Wingspan 123ft., length 95ft.1in, all-up weight 107,000lb., 4 x 2200 Wright Duplex Cyclone engines

The L049 Constellation was originally designed in 1939 for Trans World Airways and this card shows
an early example in TWA'soriginal red on silver livery. QANTASoperated six from 1947 till 1955.

Eastern Air Lines Lockheed LI049 Super Constellation c1955
Multicolour lithograph

Wingspan 123ft., length 113ft.Sin, 4 x 3400 Wright Turbo Compound radial piston engines.

Ultimate and most successful development of the Constellation was the LI049G "Super-G"
Constellation carrying 95 passengers, in 1955. Some 102 of these aircraft were built, followed by a
number of LI049H freight/passenger convertible models. QANTASoperated seventeen of the earlier,
slightly lower powered LI049C model between 1955 and the early 1960s.
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EDITORIAL

,Amultiplicity of Systems
:We agree with Douglas Myall (see Deegam Report no 41 - this
•issue) that the self-adhesive "panes" require a designation which is
, different from the standard DP system of the Bookmark Catalogue
and hence we support his decision to retain the system he described
upon the inception of these items. The Bookmark Catalogue has
: recently rescinded its original decision to adopt a system different
from the DP system, which will now be retained for self-adhesive
books. While one can see the points of view of both Deegam and
Bookmark, and as Machin collectors we align ourselves with
•Deegam, while Bookmark has to cater for a wider consituency, it is
, nevertheless regretable that collectors will now have to cope with
:yet another system of classification. We suspect that a little more
head scratching should yield a solution conducive of more, not less
:uniformity. We encourage our readers to scratch their heads, while
,we scratch ours, and hopefully, from scratching our heads we may
,well, in the fullness of time, be able to scratch each others backs.

·In the meantime we note that, while the number of pages from
Deegam Reports in the January - June period in 2000 was 48, the
: same period in 2001 yields 24 pages. We draw your attention to our
editorialofA1achinations Volume 4 No 1 ("An end in sight?"), we
keep our fingers crossed, and, as loyal, if antipodean.. subjects of
·Her Majesty, we devoutly hope:

God Save the Queen

·'Thel1on.-philatelicsideofAmold. lt1acliiiJ

iYbum pages-13%pand 14p

mailto:albfar@pcug.org.au
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He did more than design a stamp - the many

Machin Retrospective
Royal Academy Schools, London

July 17 - August 3, 2001
IVIACHIN

The exhibition encompasses his lifetime work, commencing with this childhood,
apprenticeship china painting at Minton aged 14, student work at Stoke and Derby Art
schools, and the Royal College of Art, London. Then come the war years, as a

Th" I.if"""\! ".'mei,>f.:-i,.,·,';!d'v!"";'l;n<>""...,.: conscientious objector in the company of other C.O. 's including Michael Tippett, early
".,;,~"..,~~;:~::::;:::;::;:":t:~:;~:'::J'~".~~"release assisted by Josiah Wedgwood and a return to modelling and sculpture and the

~~n{i.t~~;· '?:,~~,~•.•~ .;.,...•.., iJ!',,"'
creation of many notable ceramics, now prized collectors' pieces.

Arnold Machin (1911-1999) is renowned for the creation of the British postage stamp
portrait of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, reputed to have been reproduced more times
than any other image in history, with 150 billion copies having been printed to date.

He was elected an associate member of the Royal Academy in 1946, appointed Master of Sculpture from 1959 to 1966
and was to become the longest serving member. The exhibition is held in the studios where he
taught. From this period are examples of the terracotta figures and pencil studies that were regularly
shown at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibitions.

The exhibition includes a reconstruction of his working studio with his tools. books, reference and
other influential material.
Displays show a variety of sculptors' and potters' methods including moulding, casting, and bronze
pieces.

He was dedicated to the practical application of art here represented by the earliest works of china
painting, his Wedgwood Taurus bull and other ceramics including porcelain figures for Royal
Worcester.

Tools. dies and essays on loan from Consignia Heritage Services (formerly the National Postal Musemn) and the Royal
Mint show the development of the stamp and coin designs from the first drawings to the modelled relief portraits.

The final gallery shows Machin's work in architectural and garden design,
including fountains, statuary, rustic bowers, ironwork, a BBC film of him in the
extensive quarry garden that he created in Staffordshire, and his last project, a
minuted detailed dolls house, with furniture, stained glass chapel windows, and

. trompe l'oeil garden and statuary, created
. for his granddaughter.

Arnold Madlin was born in the year the
Titanic was launched, three years before the beginning of the First World War, and
lived to the last year of the 20th century. His personal experience and its influence
on his work is self-evident, and he never wavered from his profound sense of truth
and human values in these times of astonishing material and social change. His

..portrait of Queen Elizabeth Il is one of the the most recognized icons of the 20th
century.
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Machins from Machines
Ron Shanahan

Part 2 The Sterling Coil Issues.

As coils are generally printed from double cylinders, there
are twelve rolls from the sheet when the stamps are
delivered in vertical format and ten rolls when horizontal.
This is because of the sheet layout of 20 rows of 12 stamps.
The roll number printed on the coil leader corresponds to
the row in the sheet before reeling. .
The values of the Sterling Machin stamps issued in coils
were:-
ld, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d and a 1/- multi-value coil of 2 x 2d +
3d + Id + 4d. (Fig 1)

Within these
basic values
there were
variations of

phosphor bands, gums and head types as shown.

ld. 2 band phosphor, PYA gum, head type B. Vertical
delivery. (V)
2d. 2 band, PVA, Head B Type II. V. and sideways (S)
delivery.
3d. 1 centre band, Gum Arabic, head A. V. and S.
3d. 1 centre band, PVA, head A, V. and S.
3d. 2 band, PVA, head A, V.
3d. 2 band, PVA, head B, V.
4d. Brown, 2 band, GA, head A. V. and S.
4d. Brown, 1 centre band, PVA. Head A. V. and S.
4d. Bright vermilion, 1 centre band, PVA, head A, V. and
S.
4d. Bright vermilion, 1 centre band, PVA head B. S.
5d. 2 band, PYA, head B. V. and S.
6d. 2 band, PVA, head B. V.
1/- multi-value. 1 centre band, Gum Arabic. Head B. S.

Coil Leaders.
The stamps printed for use in machines were delivered
from the printers in rolls, or coils. Each roll was attached to
a coil wrapper, known as a coil leader as the first stamp of
each coil is attached to this strip of paper. Using the multi-
value coil wrapper as an example, (Fig 2) the information

on the outer
wrapper is as
follows-
SeaL

Official wax seal placed on the delivered roll by the Post
Office Supply Department and only removed when the roll
is installed in the machine.
b
Positional row number showing the row on the sheet from

which the roll was made up. Tins number is a reference for
the printers, not the Post Office.
(GL)
Stock Letter - Printers identification for the type of roll.
3.000 Stamps
The number of actual stamps contained in the complete
roll.
SETS OF
Details of stamps issued for a single coin inserted, in this
case 2d+2d+3d+ ld+4d.

DELIVERY
Instructions for installing in the machine. (Delivery left
side first)
PRICE
The total value of the roll for costing purposes.
OEII etc
Description of stamps, in this case Queen Elizabeth II
Machin.
HARRISON
At the left of the leader and printed vertically the name of
the printer - Harrison & Sons Limited, London and High
Wycombe.

The layout of the 1/- multi-value coil strip was such. that
even if the roll was inserted in the machine incorrectly, or
if a fault developed, any five consecutive stamps delivered
would total one shilling.

CHECKLIST OF VALVES AND CODES

Id U2 (S.G. Spec. cat. No.) V delivery printed Ul
continuous reels from double pane cylinder Bl.

Code E. 480 stamps. Face value £2.
X. 960. £4. (Fig 3)

Z. 1920.
.£8. (Fig 4)
Note this
leader
shows 'B3

PHOS' overprinted in red ink.
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Continuous reels from double pane cylinders D2 (V) or
single pane D 1 (S)
T. 480. £4.
V. 960. £8.

3d U8
Continuous reels from double pane cylinder Ml (V) or
single pane M2 (S)
S. 480. £6. (S)
AC. 480. £6. (V)
AD. 960. £12. (V)
U. 1920. £24. (V)

3d U9
PVA. S. 480. £6. (S)

3d UIO Head A
Vertical delivery printed in continuous reels from double
pane cylinders Ml (head A) or M4 (head B)
AD. 960. £12.

4d Ull
Continuous reels from double pane cylinder P3 (V) or single
pane PI (S) Head A
H. 480. £8. (S)
A. 960. £16. (V)

4d U13
Continuous reel from double pane cylinder P3 (V) or single
pane P5 (S) Head A
H. 480. £8. (S)
A. 960. £16. (V)

4d U14PVA
Continuous reels from double pane cylinder P3 (V) or single
pane P5 (Head A) and P7 (Head B) (S)
H. 480. £8. (Sideways delivery Head A or Head B)
A. 960. £16. (Vertical delivery Head A)

4d GA Multi value coil U32
Sideways delivery. Printed in continuous reels from
cylinders B5-D3-M3-P6
GS. 1500. (300 strips) £15.
GL. 3000. (600 strips) £30.

5d U17
Continuous reels from double pane cylinder S1 (V) or single
pane S2 (S) Head B
AF. 480. £10. (S)
AE. 960. £20. (V)

6d U18
Vertical delivery printed in continuous reels from cylinder
Q2 HeadB
J. 480. £12.

1/- MV coil. U32
Sideways delivery printed in continuous reels from cylinders
B5-D3-M3-P6
GS. 1500. £15.
GL. 3000. £ 30.

VARIETIES
Id value U2 is known imperforate in a strip of four the two
middle stamps being imperforate and the top and bottom
partly perf.
Id value U4 from the multi-value coil strip with a dark
vertical line to the right of the Queen, from the diadem to the
base line. It is known on Roll 7 with a similar variety on Roll
"J.
3d value U8 from the m.v. coil shows a gash on the diadem
on every 5th 3d stamp on Roll 1.

Coil leaders, because of the 'nature of the beast', are not the
easiest of items to collect and are becoming harder to find,
and early Machin examples are getting quite expensive. If
anyone has any leaders to swap I would be pleased to hear
from them.

Source acknowledgements:-
Stanley Gibbons Great Britain Volume 3

EDITOR'S NOTE: We thank Ron for his usual scholarly
article. We encourage readers to visit Ron and Eunice's web
sites at
http://www.emucities.com.au/memberlleisurewrite/index.
htrnl

and
http://www.home.gil.com.auJ-ears/index.htrnl.
They are packed with interesting material, although, not as
mistakenly referred to in our last issue, they do not include
material for sale. However, there are a number of links to
Machin dealers, along with much which will prove of
interest.

http://www.emucities.com.au/memberlleisurewrite/index.
http://www.home.gil.com.auJ-ears/index.htrnl.


Cuthbert Reports
Edgar Smith

In the USA coil stamps for large business users have
reverted from self- adhesives back to 'gummed'. The
problem is environmentally unfriendly litter. USA
business users consider the litter from self-adhesive
stamps
unacceptable. Machines have been designed to detach
'gummed' stamps from the roll, wet them and attach them
to mail. (Reference. Article by Larson in The United
States Specialist, May 2001).

The UK British Philatelic Bulletin July 2001 reports that
horizontal rolls of 1000 gummed 1st and 2nd class
definitives have been produced for bulk mailers,
including mailing houses in the USA The rolls will be
available from Tallents House Edinburgh, and to order
from Post Office
philatelic outlets from 4th July.

Bulk mail with printed addresses and postage paid
impressions often goes, on delivery, straight into the
waste basket unopened. To encourage opening of such
mail 'hand written' addresses are employed, but of course
computer generated. Secondly it is now generally
appreciated that envelopes with 'real' stamps get opened
and the contents are likely to be read.

But bulk mail is second-class. Why issue rolls of 1000
1st stamps?

The Royal Mail operates a quality of service system. A
form with return address and postage paid impressions
asks the date and time of delivery.
The form comes in a reasonable quality, plain 'hand
written' envelope with a 'real' 1st stamp. Again the
address is actually computer generated and the use of an
adhesive stamp often ensures the item of mail gets
attention.

UK recipients of such mail should examine the stamp. It
may be a machine-applied item, ex coils of 1000. The
envelope may be an interesting item of modern postal
history.

Many people still buy single stamps from Post Office
counters. Several reasons for this exist.

Post Office counters have accurate weighing machines.
Postage rates are complex, and postal staff will advise
the correct postage. A person, with a weekly state
pension/allowance, posting just a few items of mail
a week, may visit the local Post Office weekly, so why

5

buy a booklet of stamps?

Many Post Office counters are at the back of chemists, or
other stores. The store management wants customers to visit
the store regularly, and buy oilier goods on the way out.
Stamp booklets, self-adhesive or 'gummed', are not always
good business.

Post Office clerks do not affix stamps to mail. They pass
stamps through an opening in a security screen. Gummed
stamps can be passed through such opening. Self-adhesives
removed from the backing paper will get stuck on the counter,
not on the envelope. The clerks can tear off a
single self-adhesive stamp complete with backing paper, but
that puts the clock back 160 years to the imperforates era.

An advantage of self-adhesives is the absence of a nasty taste
in mouth, after the licking exercise. The disadvantages are
increased litter, and the difficulty of detaching a single stamp
from its backing paper.

Post Offices will stock self-adhesive retail booklets, but for
sale intact. For counter use self-adhesives have little
attraction, and gummed stock will be preferred.

Incidentally the original 1993 UK self-adhesive booklet of 20,
the boxed s/a coils of 100/200, and the sla sheets of 100 were
not described by Royal Mail as retail products, nor was the
1993 item described by Royal Mail as a 'book'. These items
were targeted at small businesses, namely organisations too
small to justify bulk-posting facilities, yet sending
out perhaps 20 letters at a time, where self-adhesives have
clear advantages over gummed stamps. No bowl of water/
sponge required, no nasty taste in mouth.

Many business organizations now purchase their stamps by
post, from what was called the British Philatelic Bureau. This
may explain why the new building at Edinburgh is called
Tallents House, and why Royal Mail has dropped the term
'British Philatelic Bureau'.

The British philatelic press, apparently, hasn't noticed that
Royal Mail has dropped the term British Philatelic Bureau.
Nor has the press noticed that Royal Mail didn't describe the
'Mark 1, 11, and 111, Window' products, and their successors,
as 'books'. (The terms Mark 1, 11. III and 1V are Royal Mail
terminology, so no copyright issue.)
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Robin Tibbenham challenges us
with the dreaded question:

What will we do when
Machins lose their
appeal?
Many will die before this happens - but there are some for
whom the bell is already tolling. It really depends on what
you actually collect. Most Machin collectors concentrate
on the Decimal versions and everything connected with
that era. It has been presumed that this material will be
readily available at, more or less, issue prices. Well, most
of you will have found that this ain't so! Even if it were,
the actual yearly expense is much higher than most like.
Stamp collecting, to the extent necessary to get a
reasonable collection, is no longer a hobby, but a field of
collecting.

The design of stamps which Arnold Machin came up with
is no longer 'his' design - it is computer enhanced and I feel
that he is rolling around in disgust. I lost my regard for
Machins when they were altered for litho. printing.

The most common form of 'specialisation' is booklet
collection - but how many of you do that properly? By
properly I mean the consideration of every part of the
booklet - especially the stitched versions. Do those of you
who collect booklets know anything about the adverts or
contained mistakes?

What I am suggesting, in a long winded way is don't give
up on Machins entirely, immediately. Consider what and
how you do it and see if there is another way. By all means
draw a line under what you have done - but don't
immediately jump out of the frying pan of Machins, into
the fire of something else.

Consider coming back to my speciality, Sterling Machins,
consider stitched booklets for their own sake. How much
do you know about the subject matter of the covers, what
do you know about the publicity material for these issues?
Or the wealth of Galley Proofs which exist from
Canonsreach clear out.

Collecting the earlier Machins in a little deeper form will
not save you money. In fact it poses a problem of how to
do it whilst not being able to get the two principal stamps
(for singles) and a huge problem if you try to collect
multiples - there are many unique items. 1 have some, but
there are still others I will not pay the price for - these are

measured in thousands of pounds, , so collection of
Sterling Machins is not an easily adopted pastime.

I reached the stage where I could not (or would not) get
much more for my main collection, having already made a
collection of used Elizabethan stamps,
commemorative as well as definitive, a collection of
specialised Wildings and a collection of Wilding
Regionals. At the same time I was not yet ready to sort out
my Decimal Machin accumulation - so where to go?

My answer was stitched booklets. I had a complete
collection of these for the Sterling period together with a
write up on the covers and alterations etc. It was easy to get
the equivalent Decimal series and there is most, but not all,
information on these in Bookmark. (Journal and Catalogue
of the GB Decimal Stamp Book Study Circle - strongly ~
recommended - Ed) Thus was my new interest born.

The cost of the booklets, complete, is small - therefore the
cost of making a collection of exploded booklets (where
you need two of everything - to show back and front of
each piece) was small. I decided to ignore the stamps,
except for some occasional mention to illustrate a change.
It is easy to obtain these 'skeletons' for the whole of the
Machin period.

However, when I looked at the guides there were to
stitched booklet collection, they were limited. Bookmark is
excellent, but of course only covers the Decimal Machin
period and only Gibbons and a specialised series published
by the GBPS, covers the earlier issues. These make very
little of the adverts and contain a number of mistakes. I
had actually decided to collect all stitched booklet
skeletons from 1904 to 1974 !!! I had really jumped out of
the frying pan into the fire. You would be amazed how
much some of these skeletons are worth !

But I pressed on and now have a large collection of these -
full of spaces!

My point in all this - take your time about giving up
Machins entirely, try something associated with them first.
Above all communicate with others - you would be
surprised how little your editors actually communicate with
others, yet they want articles written.!

I can supply more detailed information relating to any of
the subjects mentioned, try writing to me.

EDITOR'S NOTE: As always, Robin is thoughtful and
provocative - why not write to him at:
87, Manton Drive
Luton LU2 7DL
UK



Specialist Feature
John Oliver

An Introduction to the 13~ p violet
brown, the 14p grey blue and the
14p dark blue Machins

13% P violet brown

The 13Yzp violet brown was issued on 30th

January 1980. It was the basic letter rate for
Europe and the second weight step for second
class letters. The stamp was printed in sheets, by
Harrisons in photogravure on phosphor coated
paper. It is found on PCPl only.
The paper has a semi shiny surface with a strong
fluorescence.

The value was withdrawn on 14thAugust 1981.

The 14p grey blue

The colour is termed variously
.Grey blue in The Machin Collectors Club
Specialized Machin Catalogue, 3rd edition
• Smoke blue in The Complete Deegam

Handbook Second Edition supplement No.1;
and

• Steel Blue in The Connoisseur Catalogue ofv
Machin Stamps, Tenth Edition

This value was issued on 14thJanuary 1981. It
became the first class letter rate on 26th January
1981 and as a stage rate for airmail letters to zone
B. The stamp was printed in sheets, booklets and
coils by Harrisons in photogravure on phosphor
coated paper. Sheets and booklets were printed
on PCPl and PCP2. Coils were printed on PCP2
only.

An FL coil, delivered vertically, was issued on
11thMarch 1981 printed on PCP2

There are two panes from the £ 1.40 counter
booklets
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• DP47 with the selvedge at the left; and
• DP47A with the selvedge at the right.
Both these panes comprised oflO x 14p stamps
printed on PCP 1 and PCP2

A pane, 47B is known with the fluorescent
brightener omitted (FBO).

A 14p value printed on fluorescent coated paper
(FCP) with two phosphor bands was issued
subsequently on 26th January 1981. The phosphor
bands were 8mm.

Ther~ are two panes from the 50p vending
machine booklet
• DP45 has 3p x 11Yzin the left hand column

and 1 x %p, 1 x Ip and 1 x 14p in the right
hand column; and

• DP45A in this pane the columns are reversed

The £1.30 counter booklet provides two panes
• DP48 has which has 10 stamps in two rows 5 x

14p in the top row with 1 x 14p and 4 x 11Yzp
in the bottom row. The selvedge is on the left.
The 14p stamps have two phosphor bands, two
of them have a short left and two of them short
right band; and

DP48A this pane is identical in composition with
DP48 except the selvedge is on the right.

All four of the FCP panes are known with missinzv
phosphor.

The £2.55 Christmas booklet for 1981 has a sinzle
. v

pane, WIth phosphor bands 9.5 mm wide.
• DP50 in this pane there are two rows often

stamps, lOx 14p on the top row and 10 x
11Yzpon the bottom row. The 14p stamps have
two bands short top and bottom and the 11Yzp
a centre band short top and bottom. The
phosphor bands on the 14p are 9.5 mm wide.

Pane DP50 is known in a miscut state, DP50M, in
which the two rows of stamps are reversed, the
14p stamp being on the bottom row and the 11Yzp
on the top.
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The 14p dark blue

The 14p value was re-issued on 23rd September
1988 this time in dark blue. It was used to pay the
second class letter rate. The stamp was printed in
sheets, booklets and coils by Harrisons by •
photogravure on fluorescent coated paper with a
centre band or a right band and by Questa and
Walsall by lithography in booklets with a right band
or a centre band.

Two coils were issued on SthSeptember 1988. In the
case of the OL coil, the stamps were delivered
horizontally and in the case of the SD coil, the
stamps were delivered vertically.

Five panes were issued for use in window booklets,
two of them had selvedge all round the panes.
• DPI09 with 4 x 14p stamps
• DPllO with 10 x 14p stamps
of the remaining three, two of them have straight
edges at the top and bottom of the panes
• DPI09A with 4 x 14p stamps
• DPllOA with 10 x 14p stamps
and the last one with straight edges on the top
bottom and one side,
• DPI09B with 4 x 14p stamps

and 1 x 14p right band stamp and 1 x 19p 2
band stamp. This pane has full perforations and
is from a SOp machine vending booklet. A
miscut booklet containing DP116M is known

DPl17 which has 1 x 14p right band stamp and
1 x 19p 2 band stamps on the top two rows and
2 x 19p 2 band stamps on the bottom row.
Both vertical edges are straight. This pane is
from a £1 machine vending booklet.

Missing phosphors are known in each pane except
DP1l7, and screened values in each pane except
DP1l6 and DP1l7.

Two panes were printed by lithography one by
Questa
• DP1l8 comprising lOx 14p stamps with one

centre band short at the top and the bottom.

The other by Walsall
• DP125 which has 1 x 14p right band stamp and

1 x 19p 2 band stamps on the top two rows and
2 x 19p 2 band stamps on the bottom row.
Both vertical edges are straight. This pane is
perforated 13Y2x 14 and is from a £1 machine
vending booklet. Missing phosphors can be
found.

Two more booklets panes were printed by Harrison
both with right hand phosphor bands The 14pdark blue was withdrawn on 30th

September 1989.
• DP116 which has a 'please use the post code'

label and 1 x 19p 2 band stamp on the top row

IF YOU COLLECT MACHINS YOU NEED THE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK
720 pages, 1100 illustrations in a loose-leaf a four-ring binder

all levels of collecting

second edition contains all issues up to 1 August 1996 - re~ar Reports (available in "Machinations") keep it up to date

• comprehensive and scholarly articles on every aspect of stamp production and identification - winner of several international awards

NOW FULLY UPDATED TO 8 JUNE 1999 WITH THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE HANDBOOK

Over 500 updated, amended and improved pages, plus over 100 completely new ones

Three years of new issues and new discoveries incorporated into all three level lists; everything together in its proper place

New Appendix for converting lithographed NV} booklet plate combinations into DP numbers and vice versa, with dates of issue

New articles on EME printing, letterpress, embossing, and pre-decimal intaglio

New research on Heads A & B and their subtypes; complete revision of pre-decimals

=> Check list of stamps with ellipses

THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK 2nd EDITION

UK, delivered to your door @ £26.69 Add £2.90 for postage & packing (total £29.59) for surface mail outside Europe. Airmail in Zone 1 add
£11.80 (total £38.49), in Zone 2 then add £14.80 (total £41.49) .

THE 2nd EDITION SUPPLEMENT WITHOUT- BINDER: i.e, just page set

UK, delivered to your door@£22.99Add £1.00 for~ostage & packing (total £23.99) for surface mail outside Europe. Airmail in Zone 1 add £6.50
(total £29.49), in Zone 2 then add £7.50 (total £30.49 Obtainable from :John M Deering, The Machins ,PO Box 2, South Molton.Devon EX36
4YZ, UK ph/fax: 44 1398341564, e-mail : machins il)johndeering.demon.co.uk .
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Face Value 13'hp
Colour Violet brown

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

PCP

Head type C1
Value type 1

Issued 30.1.80

This value was issued on the 20th January 1980 in order to be available for the increase in postal rate 011

4th February 1980.
This was the new basic postal rate for Europe and the second class weight step for

inland 2nd class letters.
The value was withdrawn on 14th August 1981.
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Face Value 14p
Colour Smoke blue

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Smoke blue issue
This value was used for the basic first class letter rate and also the stage rate for airmail letters to zone B.

It was withdrawn on 14th January 1983

PCP1 PCP2 FCP FCP
2 narrow

Head type D1 Head type DI bands Head type D1
Value type 1 Value type 1 Value type 1

Head typeD1 missing
Value type 1 phosphor

Issued 14.1.81 Issued 14.1.81 Issued 26.1.81 Issued Jan 81

PCP2 PCP2 FCP
2 narrow 2 narrow 2 bands
bands bands

left band short right band
top and bottom short Head type D1
Head type D1 top and bottom Value type 1

Issued 6.5.81 Issued 6.5.81 Issued 11.11.81
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Face Value 14p
Colour Dark blue

Printed by Harrison in Photogravure

Fep
centre band

FCP Fep Fep
centre band Head type B2 centre band
HeadtypeB2 Value type

Valuetype4a+d+ 4a+d Head type D1allover
phosphor missing Value type 4a+d

phosphor straight edge top

Issued A ug 88 IssuedAug88 Issued 11,10.88

FCP Fep
centre band

Head type D1
Head type D1 Valuetype 4a+d
Valuetype 4a+d 2 straight edges
2 straight edges missing

Issued 24.1.89 Issued Jan 89

Head type B2
Value type
4a+d+

Issued 23.8.88

Printed by Questa Printed by Walsall

rcr
centre band
short top and

bottom
Head type A2
Value type 4ad

rcr
wide band

right
Head type A2
Value type 4ad
straight edge top

rcr
HeadtypeA2
Value type 4ad
straight edge top

missing

Issued J1.1O.88 Issued 25.4.89 Issued April 89

Dark blue issue
The 14p value was re-issued in a different colour on 23rd August 1988
It prepaid the basic second class letter rate from 5th September 1988.

The value was withdrawn on 30th September 1989.
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The French Riviera
Graeme Broxam

Bird's Eye View of the Cote d'Azur from Menton to Cannes.
Sepia lithograph with screenpress three colour overlay.

Printed by Cartes Helia Moulott, Marseilles for Edition Giletta Photo of Nice.

One of the World's most popular tourist haunts is the French Riviera (the eastern half of the Cote
d'Azur], the stretch of Mediterranean coastline running westwards from the Franco-Italian border to
Cannes. Politically a group of principalities owing allegiance to the Kings of Italy until the mid-1800s,
from the mid-1700s it became increasingly popular as a winter resort for the nobles of frigid northern
Europe, especially the English. During the course of the next century and a half its popularity
continued to book until by the late 1800s it was perhaps Europe's most famous holiday destination,
boasting a mild climate, breathtaking scenery and such notable man-made attractions as Monte
Carlo's Casino.

The boom in the region's popularity in the years immediately before the First World War coincided with
the great period of the Picture Postcard, and prodigious quantities were produced. By far the greater
number show the many resorts, Cannes, Monaco, Menton, Nice. Harder to find but especially
desirable are those of the many small, unspoiled villages of the hinterland, like La Turbie, Eze and
Sospel. With rapid and for decades uncontrolled development after the Second World War, these
lovely cards are often the only reminder of the once quaint and beautiful townscapes that have now
been largely buried under multi-level concrete hotel and other tourist and entertainment complexes.

So, for those without the time or money to tour the French Riviera in real life, here is a potted tour
eastwards from Cannes to the Italian border, with a fewglimpses inland.
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Cannes
Cannes was a sleepy coastal fishing and agricultural centre until 1834, when Lord Brougham and his
ailing daughter stopped by at its one and only hotel. They were so impressed with the climate and
scenery that the built a villa where he spent every winter, and his glowing accounts were largely
responsible for it becoming a major resort. Despite uncontrolled building until very recent times it
remains perhaps the most important cultural centre in the region, the home of the annual Festival
International du Film.

Aerial view of the Port of Cannes, c19S0s
B &W. RIP by Editions Greff, 18-20 Rue de Faub.-du Temple, Paris.

Cannes before the skyline became dominated by high-rises, and the harbour hosted many an elderly
steam yacht in the days before today's superyachts were conceived.

Hotel Califomie, Cannes (Postally used to London 1912)
B & Wlithograph, anonymous publisher
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Nice
The French Riviera's capital, and France's fifth largest city with a population of some 400,000, has
been permanently settled since about 1000BCand takes its name from the Greek settlement of Nikaia,
It was a popular resort duding Roman times and has remained so on and offever since. Nicehas been
popular with the English since the mid-1700s, and has boasted a casino since 1787. It was an
independent state under the SavoyfamilyofItaly until annexed by France in 1860.

The Promenade des Anglais, Nice
B &Wlithograph with multicolour screen print and hand detailing

Levy& Neurdein Reunis, 44 Letellier, Paris.

After a severe frost destroyed the orange crop in 1830, English tourists funded a novel form of
unemployment relief - construction of an elegant promenade along the beachfront at the Baie des
Anges that became known as the Promenade des Anglais..

The Fountain of the Sun and casino at Place Massena, Nice
L. Giletta & Cie., Nice (No.27), hand painted RIP (c1950s).

Still relatively undeveloped in this 1950s view, Nice's Place Massena is now the site of the massive
Theatre de Nice, Musee d'Art Moderne et d'Art Contemporaine and the 1985 Acropolis congress and
art centre.
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Monaco
In 1297 Francesco Grimaldi of Genoa invaded the Ghibelline fortress at Monaco to found a principality
that for centuries contained the towns of Menton and Antibes. After Menton revolted in 1848 the
principality was reduced to 194 hectares under the Tete de Chien mountain surrounding its artificially
enhanced harbour

Monaco from the observatory
LevyFils & Cie., Paris (No.9), Sepia photolithograph (c1910)

Monte Carlo and the casino are visible at the centre of this view, showing an early cruise liner entering
the enclosed Port ofMonaco. At the extreme left are the foothills of LeTete de Chien.

Le Boulevard de la Condamine, Monaco
LevyFils & Cie., Paris (No. 126), Sepia photolithograph (cl910)

The Port of Monaco is a man-made harbour squared from a natural inlet in the rocky coastline,
bounded on the east and west by the Quay de Commerce and the Quay de Plaissance, joined to the
north by the Boulevade de la Condamine, forming part of the Lower Comich road around the
coastline. Nowa concrete jetty for luxury yachts, when this picture was taken it was still a natural
beach used by fishing craft, bounded by a grey stone wall.
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Monte Carlo
Monaco's fame as a tourist centre dates from the 1850s when Prince Charles III formed the Societe des
Bains der Mer to capitalise on the regions charms and build a casino. With the completion of a rail
link to Nice in 1868 Monaco became the main tourist centre of the Riviera, and casino revenues
alloweddirect taxation to be abolished in 1870. Since the legalisation of casinos in France and Italy in
1933 gambling revenue has fallen from 95% to under 4% of Monaco's income, now mostly generated
by its reputation as a business centre.

Monte Carlo - The Casino and its gardens c 1908
Edition Giletta, Nice. Hand painted and multicolour screen print on BjW photolithograph.

Built in 1878, the Casino de Monte Carlo remains the most famous building on the entire Riviera.

Monte Carlo - The Roulette Wheel.
Etablissement de Photographie GILETTA,Nice,No. 716. Sepia photolithograph, cl906.
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The Eastern Riviera Hinterland
The region to the north of Monaco and Menton is a mountainous wilderness, the many small towns
accessible only by roads winding up through the steep gorges with many hairpin bends.

La Turbie - Mont Agel and the Tower of Augustus
Rostand et Renaud, Editeurs a Nice, cI908. Multicolour screen print on B/W photolithograph.

To the immediate north-west of Monaco is the small town of LaTurbie, most notable for the ruins of
the Tropea Augusti (Trophy of Augustus) erected by the Roman Senate in 6 Be to commemorate
Augustus' victories against the Ligurians. It was largely demolished in the I700s but partially
restored in the 1930s.

Hairpin bends in the Col de Braus near Sospel on the road from Nice to Italy.
Edition D'Art No. 1046., Rostan & Munier, 18 Rue Marceau, Nice, c1910
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Menton
Inhabited since the 10thCentury, Menton became part of the territory controlled by the Grimaldi's of
Monacountil revolting over excessive taxation in 1848, and formally joined France in 1860. It soon
became a major winter resort for English nobles, including Queen Victoria in 1883.

ABOVE:The Port and Old Town.
BjW Real Photograph by C.A.P., Strasbourg, c1908

The beautiful old port of Menton was largely destroyed
by the German occupation forces as they were preparing
to evacuate in 1944, and was not rebuilt, on more
modern lines, until 1956.

RIGHT:A Street in the Old Town
Multicolour hand tinting and screen print on BjW
photolithograph, publishers Levy& Neurdein Reunis, 44
Rue Letellier, Paris, e1910.

The tall houses of Menton's Old Village date from the
seventeenth century, and are notable for their anti-
earthquake arches. The town of Castillon, about 15km
north of Menton, was largely destroyed by an
earthquake in 1887 - and again by Allied bombing in
1944, as one of the last German strongholds in occupied
France.
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y
The Italian Border

ABOVE:
Casino and Red Rocks, Italian Frontier.
Three colour screen print on B/W
photolithograph, J. Gilletta & Cie., Nicec190S-10.

The border district is well known for its Red
Rocks, or Red Caves, which were the home of a
sophisticated Neanderthal society between
abound lOO,OOOBCand 40,000BC, relics being
still visible in the Museo Prehistorico on the
Italian side. In the early 1900s it boasted a
casino at ground level connected to the Hotel
Miramar by a wrought iron elevator. In the
foreground is a little passport inspection station.

OPPOSITE:
The Saint Louis Bridge near Menton.
Multicolour lithography, Raphael Tuck & Son'
Oilette "The Wide-Wide-World"Series No. 7530,
"Processed in Bavaria" c190S-10.

Menton lies about four kilometres west of the
modern-day border between France and Italy, the
border itself being a gorge crossed by the Saint
Louis Bridge, with little guard houses on each
side.
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Capital Philately

1. Litotes shall have the final, indeed the only, say as to which is the best entry.
2. There must be a minimum of five entries to make a race of it. (Council please note that it does

the leaning.)
3. There is no limit to the number of entries from individual members.
4. Preferably, an entry shall take the form of an actual page-mountable item. The versatile

characteristics of the item shall be clearly stated. Litotes has no wish to have to work them out
for himself.

5. If an actual item is not available - as may be the case with specialised collectors - virtual entries
will be accepted. A virtual entry shall take the form of a detailed description of what the item
would be or would look like if it existed. Virtual entries shall respect the bounds of probability
and anyone who tries to sell, for example, an eyewitness account of Lincoln's assassination
that fell behind a desk in the Washington DC PO, coming to light only 60 years later when it
was etc etc, will be struck off the lists at once.

6. If Litotes forms the view that none of the entries is a goer - a judgement that would be made
only after much conscience-searching - a general consolation will be provided in the shape of a
strong supplement to the New Year coffee bar.

Entries should be lodged with the Secretary not later than the first Thursday meeting in November.

The result will be announced and the entries displayed at the January 2002 Members Night.

Ed: In order to Litotes competition I taken the above itemfrom my own collection. It
is a 1938 KGVI 1d red postcard uprated 1/- to pay for airmail postage to the USAfrom Nevis and
censored en route. There are many interesting aspects to this card and it could be used in any
number of collecting areas. It is in my Leeward Island postal stationery display because that is the
aspect of most interest to me. Indeed it is a very rare postcard used of which there are few known.
However, it is of interest to wartime censorship as the B.B.l435 censor mark is the only example
recorded'. Third the 1/- stamp is SG 110ba a moderately scarce stamp on cover and fourth from a
postal rates point of view this is nice example of an airmail postcard rate. Onefinal aspect to the
card is that it is also a part-paid airmail since it travelled by boat to St Kitts then went into the
airmail system. Thus one card can be used in at leastfive different collections.

1 Tweddell, E.T. "World War II Censorship in St Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla" British Caribbean Philatelic
Journal 38 120-130 1998
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"THE KING GEORGE VI ERA IN AUSTRALIAN STAMPS 1936-52"
Part 1

PREPARED BY GEOFF KELLOW, FRPSL

Ed: The following notes were prepared by Geoff Kellow to go with a display of Australian King
George VI material from the Australia Post archives which was shown at the Society on 5 July 2001
by Richard Breckon. The display was enjoyed by all present and I hope that we can get other
displays from Australia Post in the future.

The accession of King George VI marked a major change in the production of Australian
Commonwealth stamps. The Note Printing Branch in Melbourne was responsible for both bank note
and stamp production, and some of the equipment used for production was shared. However, it was
always considered that intaglio printing of bank notes was essential for security reasons, and the Hoe
intaglio presses were used almost exclusively for bank notes. There were some exceptions - in
1913-14 for the Engraved stamps, in the mid-1920s for short-run Territories issues, and from 1927
onwards for commemorative stamps. Demands for increased production and greater efficiency saw
John Ash, General Manager of the Note Printing Branch, install rotary Hoe presses in about 1933.
Their primary purpose was for bank note printing. The George V and Kangaroo and Map definitive
stamps continued to be letterpress-printed. Commemorative stamps from 1934 onwards were rotary-
printed, however, and the results are a considerable improvement on earlier issues. There is little
doubt that, with the death of George V in 1936 and the need for new definitive stamps, John Ash saw
the opportunity to achieve new efficiencies in stamp production by changing definitive stamps from
letterpress to rotary intaglio, as well as reducing their size to match the British stamps.

Although the George VI issues have been well-studied (both at the time of issue and subsequently) it
is only after recent access to the records of the Note Printing Branch that many questions concerning
stamp production of the period can be answered.

The aborted Edward VIII issue would have been Australia's first small-size, rotary-printed
definitives, and it is now known that a number of plates were made and considerable quantities of the
base rate 2d denomination were printed. With the abdication, all these stamps, together with all
proofs and printing instruments, were ordered to be destroyed. It was only in 1996 that it became
known that this destruction was not complete, and that through unusual circumstances a presentation
block of six 2d stamps escaped. Today, this unique item is in private hands.

The work of many philatelic students had established the manner in which rotary intaglio printing
plates were manufactured. Beginning with the engraved die, an impression was made on a transfer
roller, and this in turn used to lay down a steel master plate, normally of 640 impressions. A copy of
the master plate was made by electrolytic deposition of copper. This is termed the "alto" (i.e. in
reverse compared to the steel master). This plate was then used to make further electrotype plates in
nickel, which were used for printing. The alto plate was used repeatedly to manufacture as many
printing plates as were required. The determination of the number of printing plates ("electros") used
for any stamp can be very difficult, since all identifying marginal markings were normally trimmed
from sheets prior to issue. However, Note Printing Branch registers now enable the number of plates
manufactured to be known with certainty in most cases.

It is now apparent, from an examination of Note Printing Branch records, that the production of
rotary intaglio stamps went through an evolutionary phase. For the Edward VIII plates, and many
early George VI plates, electros were not used for printing, and there was no master plate. The
transfer roller was used to lay down copper plates, which were used directly for printing. Copper
was probably used because it could be more easily curved to fit the rotary presses, and it was
probably nickel-coated to provide longer life. These two techniques - rolled-in copper plates and
nickel electrotypes - sometimes occurred for the same stamp. The most important instance is the
Zoological Series, where the original issues of 1937-38 (perforated 13.5 x 14.0) were all printed from
copper plates (320-on), and the later issues from 1941 onwards (perforated 14.25 x 14.0) were all
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printed from electros (640-on). Careful measurement of these stamps reveal slight differences
between the size of stamps in the two perforations, which led collectors to surmise that new dies had
been re-engraved or "freeze-dried" to alter their dimensions. Note Printing Branch records prove
that only one die exists for each stamp, and the different sizes arise from the different plate
production techniques. The use of copper plates laid down directly from the transfer roller persisted
for some years, especially for stamps were only small quantities were required. The last postage
stamp produced in this manner seems to have been the £1 Bass of 1964. Electrotype plates were the
preferred option for reasons of economy.

For certain stamps for which only relatively small quantities needed to be printed, half-size 320-on
electros (for small-size defmitives) were used. This had been deduced by collectors from the
evidence of the issued stamps, but what could not be guessed is that this enabled composite steel
master plates (and alto plates) to be prepared - each half being a different stamp. The printing electros
prepared from such an alto were also composite and, of course, these had to be cut in half for printing.
Some examples of these composite master plates are those for the two higher values of the 1945 Duke
of Gloucester, 1946 Peace and 1946 Mitchell issues.

Australia Post's National Philatelic Collection contains little material of help in deciphering the more
technical aspects of these issues. The Collection has never retained uncut sheets of any intaglio-
printed issues. Indeed, until recently it was thought that no uncut printer's sheet existed at all.
However, a recent discovery was made at Note Printing Australia of a number of uncut sheets printed
on poor quality paper, which are clearly working proofs and carry notations for corrections to be
made to the plates. These comprise stamps of the 1950s and 1960s, and include some George VI
issues still in use during this period. Unfortunately, these uncut sheets are too unwieldy to have been
included in this display.

Artwork

All work related to the production of postage stamps during the reign of George VI was undertaken at
the Note Printing Branch. John Ash retired in 1940 after having established an efficient stamp
production process, which required little change from his successor, W.C.G. McCracken.

When a new stamp design was required, suggested
designs were requested from Note Printing Branch
artists, usually based on source material supplied by the
Post Office. Frank Manley, who worked at the Branch
from 1929 to 1959, was responsible for most design
work and engraving of postage stamp dies (see Figure
1). Other designer/engravers also contributed,
particularly after World War II, when the Engraving
Room staff seems to have expanded.

Large-size stamp designs were usually prepared as pen
& ink wash drawings on art board. The Post Office's
policy about retaining this artwork and other
preliminary work relating to stamp designs, seems to
have varied over the years. This is reflected in the
contents of the National Philatelic Collection today. For
some stamps all the preliminary designs appear to have
survived (for example, a selection of designs for the
1938 1/2dKangaroo stamp in frame one of the display),
but for other stamps no artwork survives. This

particularly applies to the period from 1945, where there is very little original artwork up to 1951 is in
the Collection. That year saw the appointment of Phil Collas as Philatelic Officer and the formulation
of guidelines for the maintenance of the National Philatelic Collection. A small number of designs
reached the philatelic market; an example is the artwork for the 1938 £1 Robes (Figure 2). This was
in the estate of Sir Harry Brown, a former Director-General of the Post Office, and was purchased for
the Collection. The Note Printing Branch also retained a considerable number of mostly unadopted

Figure 1: 1943-44 Preliminary design
of unissued £1 James Cook stamp by
Frank Manley, Note Printing Branch,
Melbourne.
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designs for stamps which were never issued. Indeed, some of these designs may never have been
submitted to the Post Office, and at present there is no information as to their status. A few may be
no more than practice designs by apprentice artists. All this material has now been transferred to the
National Philatelic Collection. Examples of these are shown in frame four, which includes a series of
"Explorers" designs for high denomination stamps. Also shown are stamp-size photographic
reductions of artwork, which were usually submitted (together with the original artwork) to give some
indication of what the final product might look like. Some of these stamp-size photographs are of
designs for which the artwork apparently no longer exists.

Figure 2: 1938 Keyline design for engraving of £1 'Robes'
stamp by Frank Manley, Note Printing Branch, Melbourne.

the drawings for the 1938 1/2dKangaroo and £1 Robes stamps.

Once a design was approved, the
engraver prepared for himself a
keyline drawing of the design,
usually about six times stamp
size. This keyline incorporated
all the major outlines for the
design, and was photographically
reduced for transferring to the flat
steel die to assist the engraving. A
keyline drawing characteristically
omits repetitive portions of the
design, such as ruled shading.
The keyline drawings for
virtually all stamps from the late
1930s up to decimal currency
were retained by the Note
Printing Branch, and now form
part of the National Philatelic
Collection. This display shows

Die Proofs

Once the engraving of the die had been completed, proofs were pulled for submission to the Post
Office. Following approval by the Post Office, these proofs were invariably returned to the Note
Printing Branch. The Branch's policy was that once the production of an issue was fmished all proofs
were destroyed under supervision. For this reason, die proofs prior to World War II are extremely
rare. The only ones extant are several that were retained by Sir Harry Brown, most of which were

acquired by Ray Chapman, and so now form part of the National Philatelic
Collection. Also, die proofs in the approved colour of each stamp were
presented to King George VI for the Royal Collection. In several
instances, these die proofs are the only ones extant. Prior to World War II,
Post Office files indicate that the selection of colour was based on the
submission of complete imperforate sheets of stamps in several shades.
These sheets were also returned to the Note Printing Branch and no
examples of these colour trial sheets have survived.

After World War II, greater numbers of presentation die proofs were
prepared, and most of these still exist. The quantities increased following
the establishment of the Stamp Advisory Committee in 1947, but usually
less than ten die proofs were prepared for presentation. Selection of colour
made use of die proofs in various shades secured in sunken mounts similar
to presentation die proofs. None of these colour trial die proofs seems to
have survived before 1950, and there are also many gaps in the later
George VI issues before it became policy to retain these items for the

National Philatelic Collection. Examples of these colour trials are shown in frame five for the 81/2d
and 2/6d Aborigine stamps, together with a further unissued 1/01/2dAborigine design.

Figure 3: 1953 Die
proof of unissued
1I01/2d Aborigine
stamp. Engraver
unknown.

(To be continued)
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EBAY - THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE DOWNRIGHT UGLY

Jim Whitford-Stark and Sheryll Oswald

Introduction

WARNING!!
THIS
SELLER IS
TRYING TO
CHEAT YOU!

As an international stamp exchange forum, eBay is unsurpassed
both in terms of the number of items offered and the large,
worldwide clientele for those items. However, the words "caveat
emptor" at the end of each category search listing are far and
away the most important ones that you can read.

There are good sellers who change auction descriptions or remove
from sale those items that they are advised are fakes, fully and
accurately describe their items, and unquestionably refund or
otherwise recompense unsatisfied customers. Their rewards are
satisfied customers and a positive feedback lacking in innuendo.

Fizure 1: Unexpected Scan
Then there are bad sellers who ignore e-mails, poorly describe or

misdescribe items, and sometimes recompense buyer for unsatisfactory items after numerous rounds
of e-mails and threats. Try reading between the lines of the feedback of these sellers and count the
number of neutral and unsatisfactory feedbacks.

That brings us to the downright ugly.

How can things get any worse, you may ask. Easy to answer - you don't get what you pay for. This
can arise in different ways; either you get nothing or what you do get is not as described.

1. Scam Auctions

Sellers whose commodity is "nothing" usually don't last long on eBay, but they are out there. They
use images, and sometimes also descriptions, for material they don't possess, and which are
"borrowed" from the Internet or scanned from auction catalogues. They are usually very highly
priced items offered for sale at a small percentage of their real value. The seller's objective is to
make a "quick buck" from dupes and run.

Such sellers present no problem to the experienced collector, since most highly priced stamps are well
documented both as to total number and location. To the inexperienced collector though, the
possibility of obtaining a $5,000 stamp for only $452 is often a real temptation.

Warning signs:

• Seller has zero feedback;
• None of the bidders has feedback in excess offive;
• Potential buyers signed onto eBay on the same day item appeared in listings;
• There is no mention of certification accompanying item;
• Seller does not live in same country as prospective buyers; and
• Refusal to use escrow.

Most of these sellers can be categorised as really dumb, dumb, dumb criminals or really bored high
school kids. Upon learning of such behaviour, eBay is generally quick to suspend their accounts.
This is called NARU in eBay parlance, as a click on their feedback will show them listed as "Not A
Registered User". One then has to watch for their new names and latest gimmicks, however, as these
people will not just go away.

"madison61" from Canada, for example, "sold" highly priced stolen images, and appeared regularly
on the eBay Stamps chat board to taunt members with his exploits before being NARU' ed. The seller
"designersgolds", operating from Pakistan, recently used scans from other sellers' auctions when
listing highly priced US stamps. The auctions had been bid on by "shill" bidders (i.e. the seller's
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other eBay-user IDs or associates of the seller pushing up the prices of the items). Two of these scans
were linked directly to another dealer's website. That dealer was alerted, and successfully changed
his scan to warn buyers (see Fig 1). Needless to say, the errant seller soon cancelled his own
auctions, but had the audacity to ask the legitimate dealer to put the correct scans back!!

After being NARU'ed, he tried again under the name "stamps_coins", then moved to "aonestamps"
when that name was NARU'ed. Finally(?), he tried a private auction to shill bid, using a description
from another legitimate auction, before being reported and NARU'ed.

Less readily exposed ugly sellers are those who take your money, claim the non-existent item has
been sent, and refuse recompense or a substitute. Fortunately, this little subterfuge doesn't last very
long. There is a limit as to how many times people will believe an item "went awry" in the postal
system.

Warning Signs:

• Seller has few, if any, repeat buyers,
• Seller will only accept cash payment even though other forms of payment are quite acceptable

without excessive bank fees,
• Seller has a large percentage of negative and neutral feedbacks,
• Former buyers spell out the fact in feedback.

2. Dodgy sellers of forgeries, forged overprints and fakes

This brings us to the "grey area" where you get something, but what you get is not "as described".
The most obvious is a forgery not described as such. Such forgeries include the stamp, an overprint,
or a cancellation.

Since the advent of the Penny Black, stamps have been forged. A stamp forgery is a very expensive
undertaking both in terms of the equipment needed and the time required to implement the forgery. It
also requires a copy of the original at hand and a very skilled artisan. The products of specific
nineteenth century and early twentieth century forgers can frequently be recognised by the mistakes
which they either inadvertently or consciously performed. In the same way that the forger needs a
copy of the original to forge, so the collector needs a copy of the forger's work in order to be able to
distinguish the two. There is, of course, the unhappy situation where a forger has had to rely on
another forger's forgery to implement their "original". But that is another story.

Some stamp forgeries are highly collectible but most "aren't worth the paper they are printed on". An
experienced seller should be able to distinguish between the real thing and a forgery almost
immediately or, if not, at least be able to tell from the provenance of the stamp, which is the more
likely.

The "clever" sellers are able to place forgeries for sale on eBay, describe them as such, but intimate
that the stamp could possibly be the original.

Warning signs:

• Stamp sold "as is" with no returns,
• Selling price is higher than scrap paper but nowhere near the price of "the real thing",
• Seller will not answer e-mail questions before auction terminates,
• Catalogue value of real stamp is given prominent position in listing.

These sellers can best be categorised as deceitful, and one which particularly comes to mind, again
and again, is "riny218". This seller has bought items described as forgeries or fantasies, but later
relisted them "as is" with a no return policy and a substantial price mark-up, both of which suggest
that the items may actually have significant value. Fig 2 shows a representative scan of a French
tete-beebe fantasy block of four, most likely purchased by the seller for $9.99, while Fig 3 shows a
piece of a similar block, listed and sold "as is", with no mention of the word "forgery" or "fantasy",
for $199. A tidy profit you might say, and three stamps are still to be sold!
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fantasy block forgery.
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Overprinted stamps are a real "can of worms", Overprinting
often requires very little skill and a minimum of equipment.
Often it can be performed with a rubber stamp or typewriter.
Overprinting of stamps which were originally overprinted does
require skill, since the size and shapes of the original letterings
and their colours were often carefully recorded, as were the
number of stamps that were overprinted.

Overprinting stamps which were never originally overprinted
requires no skill, merely a susceptible audience. New varieties
frequently appear in the major catalogues, and who is to say that
this overprint is a previously unrecorded example which, if real,
would be worth a lot of money (yeah, right! !).

These stamps are not worth the
value of the same stamp in used
condition, normally about lO¢.

Warning Signs:

Same as stamp forgeries above plus:
• Stamp is worth a lot more overprinted than as mint never used,
• All overprints from the same seller are on cheap stamps,
• Stamps from different countries have the same overprint,
• A used stamp has overprint (not universal, some types were

overprinted before use).
Figure 3: Single from
similar block to Fig 2

The most obvious purveyor of this group is "atdinvest" (discussed elsewhere in this issue), but the
seller "madloose" has listed fake Oman overprints in recent auctions. Fig 4 shows such a sheet with
fake Scout Rotary inverted grey overprint. Overprints in red, silver and green have also been listed.

Lastly, and fortunately less frequently, are the sellers of cancellation forgeries. Though less
demanding in terms of skill than forging stamps, forging good cancellations requires significant
philatelic knowledge. To be successful, the forger needs to know the style and dates that a particular
cancellation was in use and have the manual dexterity to affix it to a cover such that it would appear
natural. It is not uncommon for the stamp and the envelope to have significant value in and of
themselves, and the cancellation serves merely to enhance that value.

Figure 4: Oman sheetlet with faked
Scout Rotary inverted grey overprint.

Such items usually fall within the realms of the high
volume, more exclusive, less ethical sellers. The
sellers "danastamps" (now NARU' ed) and
"stampsnstuff' have listed items of this ilk, with the
former certainly selling items such as the France
forgeries to "riny218" before winding up his eBay
trading at the end of June.

Conclusion

The chances are high that at some point you will fall
afoul of one of the types of sellers described above.
Just chalk it down to experience and move on.
Hopefully, you won't get caught by the same scam
twice and remember:

caveat emptor!

Jim has drawn the information for this summary of the unsavoury side of eBay trading from his
experiences as an eBay buyer, seller and Stamps chat board regular. I have provided details of the
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examples where appropriate. However, Jim remarked to me that he hadn't touched upon ugly
buyers(!!) Please let the Editor know if you would like to see an article on this subject.

Sheryll Oswald

FAKE OVERPRINTS ON EBAY - BEWARE!

Sheryll Oswald
"Thus set free liberated evil spirits libertine to pester the world,

vex and made the earth dirt a grave habitat. "

Since my last report on the fake overprints sellers from Hialeah in Florida, much has happened, but
the end result is still the same. They are back on eBay using only the name of "atdinvest" and have
even, after flinging around a few insults, burrowed their way into a sort of respectability on the eBay
Stamps chat board. The link to my on-line article below gives a more detailed and lively account of
their activities in June, July and to date.

The most damaging fake overprints they have listed are the specimens. Descriptions of the auctions
of these have been particularly misleading for bidders, and many have not realised that the "reference
philatelic material" they were bidding on was fake. Figure 1 shows a Vatican lot, which depicts a

. range of these overprints. Watch out for these types of specimens on the secondary market.

The sellers have "threatened" us with the release
onto eBay of 4 to 6 million forgeries, which they
have acquired over many years. They have also
bid on some of the forgeries sold on eBay
Germany. These forgeries, produced in
Germany in recent years, are more dangerous
than the overprints as scans very closely

Figure 1: ForgedVatican SPECIMEN Overprints resemble the stamps they imitate. However, they
were produced from flat plate printing and the

stamps would have no depth. Many are line-perforated instead of being harrow or comb-perforated as
are the genuine. See my on-line article link below for more information.

With the continued watchful presence of the sellers on the chat board, my efforts have since been
directed at educating the collecting community by passing my article link to specialist societies.
Philatelists and journalists have requested permission to clip facts from it as part of articles to be
published in specialist journals and the philatelic press.

The fight is not yet over though, as the conflicting and suspicious actions of the sellers, combined
with an encouraging letter from APS authorities in late June, give us cause to believe that these sellers
are engaged in unlawful activity of some sort. We remain watchful for any information that may help
authorities in their investigations.
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r 11 tStrvict YOUR FAVOURlTE DEALER

Write, phone, fax or e-rnail for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists.

1. Australia and Territories
3. New Zealand

2. Australian States
4. South Pacific Islands

We stock most brands of albums, catalogues and accessories. You can order them by providing us
With two business days notice prior to one of the Canberra shows which we attend regularly.

We regularly attend the Griffin Centre Sunday Shows
Hope to see you there on the Second Sunday in every'month.

We also service want lists and provide professional insurance valuations. We buy and sell quality stamps
and collections, postcards, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard, Mastercard, Visa.

American Express, cheques, money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give us a try, you'll be pleasantly surprised by our competitive prices and friendly service.

PO Box 478 AVALON'BEACH, NSW 2107
Phone: 0299745707 Fax: 02 9974 ~177 E-mail: pittwaterstamps@ozemail.com.au

Website: www.ozemail.com.au/-pittwaterstampsl

Only one stamp magazine provides the
Complete coverage "down under"

Stamp News
AUSTRALASIA
Australasia's

leading magazine
The leader for news
The leader for comment
The leader for circulation
The greatest coverage of Australian and Pacific
News of any Stamp Magazine in the World

Sample copy, subscriptions and
Advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Australasia
PO Box 410

JANNALI NSW 2226 Australia
E-mail: elaineevans@optushome.com.au
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